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From the award-winning and fried-chicken obsessed duo behind Wingmans, chef Ben Ford and
David Turofsky, comes Wings and Things, a book that celebrates the glorious bird with some of
the most mouth-watering, saucy, internationally inspired variations on classic wings.Recipes to
savour include moreish favourites such as their multi-award-winning Buffalo Wings, Korean
Seoulja Boi Wings with gochujang, pineapple, and black sesame, Jamaican Heatwave Wings
made fiery with Scotch bonnet chillies, and Satays’faction Guaranteed Wings coated in satay
sauce and served with cooling cucumber.Other chapters offer ways to make use of the other
parts of a chicken so as to avoid waste, such as Sticky BBQ Chicken Thighs with Celeriac and
Bourbon-glazed Onions, breast fillets for the best-ever burgers, chicken livers in little sliders –
and even chicken skin crisped up to make the most incredible salty, irresistible topping.
Alongside all of these, you’ll find sides, sharing plates, lots of sauces and pickles, drinks and
unbelievable desserts to complete your feast!Spread your wings and master the art of cooking
chicken wings to perfection!
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who loves chicken, loves chicken wings even more – is there anything better in the world? We
don’t think there is. No other type of food has as much of a cult following as the ever-humble but
ever-so-delicious chicken wing. Having devoted thousands of hours to perfectly executing our
favourite food, we put everything we have learnt into curating the multi-award-winning UK-based
chicken concept: Wingmans.What started as our joint love of wings turned into an obsession
with homemade comfort food, fresh ingredients and game-changing flavours.The concept of
Wingmans first came about after David got back from living abroad in California as part of his
university degree. It is fair to say, not much studying got done. The real education came from the
varied and new food scenes within every city he travelled to. In comparison to traditional
upmarket restaurants, this was fresh, vibrant and casual – the perfect mix.David fell in love with
the social dining elements of independent US BBQ shacks, burger bars and grills. Their
knowledge and passion for the dishes they served along with the relaxed environment and
friendly service was an experience he was not used to in the UK.Meanwhile, Ben had been
cooking for years and had always had a passion for no-fuss casual dining. Being able to eat
great food in a chilled environment with good company, great music and laughter was the goal.
After a quick phone call and a couple of beers, the idea of Wingmans was firmly implanted in our
minds.What started as our joint love of wings turned into an obsession with homemade comfort
food, fresh ingredients and game-changing flavours.In April 2015, after a couple of cooking
sessions and little-to-no planning, we held a tasting day for our friends and family. Needless to
say, bones were left clean. With bags of relentless enthusiasm we ventured into the world of
street food and events. What awaited us were muddy fields, gazebos, sleepless nights, broken-
down vans and poor trading days – also some great trading days and the biggest learning curve
of our lives.Four years on and having traded at some of the biggest events in the UK and across
Europe, scooping us 12 different awards for our contribution to the glorious chicken wing, it was
time to settle down and open our first bricks-and-mortar site. Supported by family and friends,
we turned what was once a dream into a reality.The recipes that follow are a mix of tried and
tested dishes that are always crowd pleasers. There’s something in here for everyone. Give it a
try – after all, what’s the worst that could happen? Some mistakes are the best inventions.Be
creative, stay saucy and get your wings on.David & Ben
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casual dining. Being able to eat great food in a chilled environment with good company, great
music and laughter was the goal. After a quick phone call and a couple of beers, the idea of
Wingmans was firmly implanted in our minds.What started as our joint love of wings turned into
an obsession with homemade comfort food, fresh ingredients and game-changing flavours.In
April 2015, after a couple of cooking sessions and little-to-no planning, we held a tasting day for
our friends and family. Needless to say, bones were left clean. With bags of relentless
enthusiasm we ventured into the world of street food and events. What awaited us were muddy
fields, gazebos, sleepless nights, broken-down vans and poor trading days – also some great
trading days and the biggest learning curve of our lives.Four years on and having traded at some
of the biggest events in the UK and across Europe, scooping us 12 different awards for our
contribution to the glorious chicken wing, it was time to settle down and open our first bricks-and-
mortar site. Supported by family and friends, we turned what was once a dream into a reality.The
recipes that follow are a mix of tried and tested dishes that are always crowd pleasers. There’s
something in here for everyone. Give it a try – after all, what’s the worst that could happen?
Some mistakes are the best inventions.Be creative, stay saucy and get your wings on.David &
BenWings come in three parts: the tip, the drum and the flat. Depending on your preference, you
can cook these whole or separate the drum and flat. Use the tips to make stocks and
sauces.Next is the cooking method – fried, smoked, grilled, BBQed or baked. From the most
novice of cooks to the most experienced of chefs, there are recipes and techniques here for
everyone.It’s important to choose the right oil for deep-frying. Rapeseed is good but pricier while
vegetable oil is the most commonly available. Make sure your oil is fresh and fully preheated
before you get cooking.The most common and popular way to tenderize your wings is by
marinating them in buttermilk. The addition of dry rubs, fresh herbs and citrus imparts flavour
and really gets into the meat.A floured coating is best when deep-frying wings but not necessary
with other cooking methods. Seasoned flour or breadcrumbs add texture, flavour and all-



important crunch to your wings.Finally, make sure the wings are cooked through before eating.
The best way to check is to insert a digital probe thermometer into the thickest part of the
chicken and if it’s 80°C then you are good to go.Shanghai 2.0While David was travelling around
China, he fell in love with everything soy-based. So, obviously, when he came back we had to try
to create something similar with wings; three batches, one hissy fit, and four kilos of wings later,
Shanghai sauce was born. We entered this sauce at Wing Fest in the summer of 2016 and it hit
all the right spots! Sweet, sticky, but super crunchy wings. It’s still one of our bestselling wings to
date, no matter whether it’s in the restaurant or on the road.SERVES 41.25kg (2lb 12oz) chicken
wings, tip removed, drums and flat separated1 Tbsp Chinese five spice2 tsp celery salt2 tsp
white pepper1 tsp black pepper150ml ( cup) buttermilk250g (2½ cups) cornflour
(cornstarch)50g ( cup) rice flour2 or 3L (2 or 3qt) vegetable or rapeseed (canola) oil, for
cookingSAUCE200ml (scant 1 cup) dark soy sauce200ml (scant 1 cup) light soy sauce100g (6
Tbsp) honey100g (½ cup) soft dark brown sugar50ml (¼ cup) sesame oil100ml (scant ½ cup)
rice vinegar or distilled vinegar½ head of garlic, roughly chopped50g (scant ½ cup) fresh root
ginger, peeled and roughly choppedBunch of coriander (cilantro) stalksBunch of spring onions
(scallions), roots removed and ends roughly chopped, green tops reserved for
garnishGARNISH1 Tbsp black sesame seeds, toasted1 Tbsp white sesame seeds,
toasted100ml (scant ½ cup) Japanese mayonnaise1 fresh red chilli, finely slicedReserved green
spring onion (scallion) tops, finely shredded2 Tbsp finely chopped fresh root gingerA few sprigs
of fresh coriander (cilantro) or cress, choppedIn a large bowl combine the wings with the dry
spices and the buttermilk. Let marinate in the fridge for at least 1 hour or up to 4 hours. Combine
the two flours and set aside. Drain the wings from the excess marinade and toss through the
flour – keep chilled until ready to cook.Combine all of the sauce ingredients in a saucepan and
bring to the boil. Once bubbling, remove from the heat and leave it to sit for as long as possible –
this sauce is great if made the day before!Preheat a deep fryer to 180°C (350ºF). Place the
wings in the basket and lower slowly into the fryer. Cook for 7 or 8 minutes, ensuring they hit
75°C (170ºF) at the core of the thickest part of the wing and the juices run clear. If they don’t hit
75°C (170ºF) after the first 8 minutes just carry on cooking for a further minute.To serve, toss the
wings in enough sauce to coat them. Add the sesame seeds and toss again. Pile up on a plate
or a basket. Drizzle with the Japanese mayo and finish with the red chilli, spring onions, ginger
and top with the coriander.
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Josh M, “The only wings and things book you need!  . I have been BBQing seriously for just over
2 years now and I have bought various wing books in that time. This is by far the best one I have
come across and the only one you really need to buy.It is beautifully made so it will last and it is
packed with every kind of wing recipe you could want. They are really easy to follow, no fluff to
make it sound fancy. Just good wings and how to make them. It also has stunning pictures
throughout so you know what your cook will look like.There are great little notes by the authors
throughout and to my surprise it even covers how to cook in the oven as well as on the bbq.As
well as the wings you get sides, drinks, sauces and everything in between. This is 191 pages of
pure gold and delicious tasting wings/food/drink that anyone can make.Highly recommended ”

Edge_BBQ, “Absolutely amazing. I am loving this book!!! Made 2 recipes from it now, Shanghai
wings and Seoul sister burgers and I can’t begin to tell you how good they were.The recipes are
incredibly well put together, you can taste the skill that has gone into them. The book itself is well
written with really great pictures.There’s even vegetarian recipes, desserts and cocktails.I
literally can’t wait to cook more from this book!”

The book by David Turofsky has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 523 people have provided feedback.
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